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John Jay faculty are driving national
and international conversations through
their contributions as authors and scholars.
Their outstanding insights and cuttingedge research have an impact in policy
and academic circles, ultimately affecting
public discourse and leading to greater
understanding of some of today’s most
salient issues.

AUTHORED VOLUMES
Title: Africana People in China:
Psychoanalytic Perspectives on Migration Experiences,
Identity, and Precarious Employment
Author: C. Jama Adams
Department: Africana Studies
This book examines the psychosocial experiences of foreign
workers from Africa and its diaspora in China, within the context
of international socio-economic forces.

Title: The Girl on the Velvet Swing
Author: Simon Baatz
Department: History
The Girl on the Velvet Swing, a tale of glamour, excess, and danger, is
an immersive, fascinating look at an America dominated by men of
outsize fortunes and by the women who were their victims.

Title: The Implicit Mind:
Cognitive Architecture, the Self, and Ethics
Author: Michael Brownstein
Department: Philosophy
Bringing together several streams of philosophical and psychological
research, The Implicit Mind is the first book to offer a philosophical
account of implicit attitudes.

Title: Performing women:
Gender, self, and representation in late medieval Metz
Author: Susannah Crowder
Department: Interdisciplinary Studies
Performing women takes on a key problem in the history of drama: the
‘exceptional’ staging of the life of Catherine of Siena by a female actor
and a female patron in 1468 Metz.

Title: Correctional Management & the Law:
A Penological Approach
Author: Lior Gideon
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
This work offers a theoretical framework that enables readers to
better understand the rationale behind the laws that pertain to
correctional practice and the decisions that led to change in
correctional policies.

Title: Police Integrity in the Developing World:
Building a Culture of Lawfulness
Author: Heath Grant
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
This brief explores the problem of creating organizational change
and a culture of lawfulness within police organizations in the
developing world.

Title: Introduction to Policing: The Pillar of Democracy
Author: Maria Haberfeld
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
Introduction to Policing: The Pillar of Democracy focuses on the
underlying reasons why policing is conducted the way it is, why
police officers police the society in the manner they do, and why
law enforcement is perceived and criticized by the public.

Title: Critical Issues in Police Training
Author: Maria Haberfeld
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
This is the first comprehensive volume that specifically deals with the
complexity and ethical issues associated with the issues of police
training, providing an analysis of the process with an emphasis on the
steps to be taken to improve every stage of police training.
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Title: Protecting your Child from Sexual Abuse:
What you Need to Know to Keep your Kids Safe
Authors: Elizabeth Jeglic and Cynthia Calkins
Department: Psychology
Protecting Your Child From Sexual Abuse is a guide that empowers and
equips parents with the right knowledge and concrete strategies to
curb sexual violence against their children.

Title: Human Errors: A Panorama of Our Glitches,
from Pointless Bones to Broken Genes
Author: Nathan H. Lents
Department: Sciences
A rollicking, deeply informative tour of our four-billion-year-long
evolutionary saga, Human Errors both celebrates our imperfections
and offers an unconventional accounting of the cost of our success.

Title: On Distance
Authors: Alexander Long
Department: English
Alexander Long’s fourth full-length collection of poems, which deal
with raw subject matter and humanitarian concerns, brings up
questions regarding humanity.

Title: Public Performance Budgeting: Principles and Practice
Authors: Elaine Yi Lu
Department: Public Management
Public Performance Budgeting examines the influence of performance
measurement and evaluation on all phases of the budgeting process.
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Title: Youth Who Trade Sex in the US:
Intersectionality, Agency, and Vulnerability
Author: Samantha Majic
Department: Political Science
The authors of Youth Who Trade Sex in the U.S. challenge the
dominant narrative around domestic minor sex trafficking (DMST)
as incomplete, investigating minors’ engagement in the sex trade
through an intersectional lens.

Title: Prosecutorial Accountability and Victims’ Rights
in Latin America
Author: Verónica Michel
Department: Political Science
Verónica Michel investigates procedural rights in Chile, Guatemala,
and Mexico that allow citizens to call for the appointment of a private
prosecutor to initiate criminal investigations.

Title: Microaggressions and Traumatic Stress:
Theory, Research, and Clinical Treatment
Author: Kevin Nadal
Department: Psychology
Kevin L. Nadal distills the latest research on the effects of
microaggressions, looking at how regular exposure to subtle
discrimination can, over time, elicit similar symptoms to
severe trauma.

Title: Reified Life:
Speculative Capital and the Ahuman Condition
Author: J. Paul Narkunas
Department: English
Reified Life theorizes the dangerous social implications of a future
where human agency is secondary to algorithmic processes, digital
protocols, speculative financial instruments, and nonhuman
market-based technological forces.
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Title: Modernism, Sex, and Gender
Author: Allison Pease
Department: English
Modernism, Sex, and Gender is an up-to-date and in-depth review
of how theories of gender and sexuality have shaped the way
modernism has been read and interpreted from its inception to the
present day.

Title: Sugar, Cigars, and Revolution:
The Making of Cuban New York
Author: Lisandro Pérez
Department: Latin American and Latina/o Studies
This book brings the early Cuban American community in New York
City to vivid life, tracing its formation and how it was shaped by both
the sugar trade and Cuba’s long struggle for independence
from Spain.

Title: Risk-Based Policing: Evidence-Based Crime Prevention
with Big Data and Spatial Analytics
Author: Eric Piza
Department: Criminal Justice
In Risk-Based Policing, the authors analyze case studies from a variety
of city agencies and demonstrate how basing police work on smart
uses of data can address the worst effects of disorder and crime while
improving community relations and public safety.

Title: Diversifying Greek Tragedy on
the Contemporary US Stage
Author: Melinda Powers
Department: English
This text utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to focus on underrepresented communities and discuss contemporary theatrical
productions that readers may not otherwise have encountered.
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Title: Unarmed and Dangerous:
Patterns of Threats by Citizens During Deadly Force
Encounters with Police
Author: Jon M. Shane
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
In this book, the authors offer a comprehensive analysis of the first
study to use publicly available data to reveal the context in which
an officer used deadly force against an unarmed citizen.

Title: Rome and America: The Great Republics
Author: Walter Signorelli
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
Rome and America: The Great Republics examines the political,
social, economic, and moral factors that affected both nations,
considering the successes and mistakes of the Romans and their
implications for American society today.

Title: Faith, Power and Family:
Christianity and Social Change in French Cameroon
Author: Charlotte Walker-Said
Department: Africana Studies
This innovative study of Christianity and society in Cameroon
illuminates the history of faith and cultural transformation among
societies living under French rule between 1914 and 1939.

Title: Written Off: Mental Health Stigma and the Loss of
Human Potential
Author: Philip Yanos
Department: Psychology
Written Off tells the story of how mental health stigma comes to
have a profound impact on the lives of people diagnosed with
mental illnesses. It reviews theory, research, and history, illustrated
with a multitude of personal stories.
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EDITED VOLUMES
Title: The Rule of Law in an Era of Change:
Responses to Transnational Challenges and Threats
Authors: George Andreopoulos and Rosemary Barberet
Department: Political Science, Sociology
The contributions to this volume provide insights to several
emerging debates about what the rule of law means in the modern
era of warfare and of massive and systematic human rights
violations that call for robust and transparent accountability
mechanisms and processes.

Title: Immigration Policy in the Age of Punishment:
Detention, Deportation, and Border Control
Author: David Brotherton
Department: Sociology
Immigration Policy in the Age of Punishment takes a critical, interdisciplinary, and transnational look at current issues surrounding
immigration in the U.S. and abroad.

Title: Community-Oriented Policing
and Technological Innovations
Author: Maria Haberfeld
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
The contributions to this volume emphasize how technological
innovations can advance community-oriented policing goals.

Title: Societal Implications of Community-Oriented Policing
and Technology
Author: Maria Haberfeld
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
The contributions to this volume emphasize the societal implications of new technologies for community-oriented policing goals.
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Title: New Frontiers in Offender Treatment—
The Translation of Evidence-Based Practices to
Correctional Settings
Editors: Elizabeth Jeglic and Cynthia Calkins
Department: Psychology
This book reviews how new and promising evidence-based
interventions are being used with those involved in the criminal
justice system, bridging the gap between what we know works
and adapting that information to offender treatment.

Title: Drug Courts and the Criminal Justice System
Editor: Deborah Koetzle
Department: Public Management
The authors included in Drug Courts and the Criminal Justice System
provide a comprehensive analysis of just how drug courts work,
systematically examining the model and exploring its broader
significance.

Title: Poesia Visual 5:
A Poesia Estadunidense Contemporanea
Editor: Cyriaco Lopes (translator)
Department: Art & Music
Poesia Visual 5 presents the work of 20 contemporary American
poets still unpublished in Brazil.

Title: Gathering Memories:
The Life and Legacy of Dr. J. Lee Greene
Editor: Adam McKible
Department: English
This remembrance book contains essays by those whose lives
Dr. J. Lee Greene touched—students, colleagues, and
community members.
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Title: Microaggression Theory: Influence and Implications
Author: Kevin Nadal
Department: Psychology
In Microaggression Theory, the original research team that created
the microaggressions taxonomy addresses microaggressions and
related issues head-on in a fascinating work that explores the
newest findings of micoaggressions in their sociopolitical context.

Title: New York After 9/11
Author: Susan Opotow
Department: Sociology
This interdisciplinary collection brings together experts from
diverse fields to discuss what processes were set in motion by 9/11,
and the long-term recovery of New York City after that event.

Title: Oxford Encyclopedia of Criminology and
Criminal Justice
Author: Henry Pontell
Department: Sociology
Updated monthly, this encyclopedia of criminal justice topics
includes multi-media features embedded in articles and crossreferenced links to related content.

Title: Los de abajo. Tres siglos de sirvientes en el arte y la
literatura de América Latina
Author: María Julia Rossi
Department: Modern Languages and Literatures
A collection of twelve essays by Latin American studies scholars
whose works analyze servants in visual arts, cinema and literature
from diverse perspectives, from the 19th to the 21st century.
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Title: Epistolario (José Bianco)
Editor: María Julia Rossi
Department: Modern Languages and Literatures
The volume includes pages from a diary and extensive
correspondence with important Latin American intellectuals,
including Adolfo Bioy Cesares, Silvina Ocampo, Manuel Mujica
Lainez, and more.

Title: Encyclopedia of Security and Emergency
Management
Editor: Lauren Shapiro and Marie-Helen Maras
Department: Security, Fire, and Emergency Management
This encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work covering the
interdisciplinary facets of security. Special attention is given to
security concepts, methods, functions, theories, organizations,
and technology.

Title: The Janus-faces of cross-border crime in Europe
Editor: Klaus von Lampe
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
This volume provides examples of the two-faced Janus head
of crime, in which old criminal trades mesh with new criminal
specializations.

Title: Queer Families and Relationships
After Marriage Equality
Editor: Michael Yarbrough
Department: Political Science
As same-sex marriage laws spread, Queer Families and Relationships
After Marriage Equality asks: What will queer families and relationships look like on the ground?
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Title: The Unfinished Queer Agenda After Marriage Equality
Editor: Michael Yarbrough
Department: Political Science
The Unfinished Queer Agenda After Marriage Equality examines
the institutional failings and overlapping systems of injustice that
continue to dehumanize queer and trans people and deprive them of
basic human rights.

Title: Queer Activism After Marriage Equality
Editor: Michael Yarbrough
Department: Political Science
Queer Activism After Marriage Equality focuses on the implications
of legal same-sex marriage for LGBTQ social movements and
organizing.

EDITED JOURNALS
Title: J Journal: New Writing on Justice
Editors: Adam Berlin and Jeffrey Heiman
Department: English
J Journal is the country’s first criminal justice publication to
present its analyses of contemporary justice issues through
creative, not scholarly, work.

Title: Studies in Gender and Sexuality
Co-Editor: Katie Gentile
Department: Interdisciplinary Studies
Studies in Gender and Sexuality is one of the leading journals in the
transdisciplinary field of gender and sexuality studies, aiming to
further our understanding of how we live, theorize and transform
genders and sexualities.
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Title: Health & Justice
Editor in Chief: Lior Gideon
Department: Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice
Administration
Health and Justice aims to present original experimental research on
the area of health and well-being of people involved in the adult or
juvenile justice system, including people who work in the system.

Title: Criminal Justice Ethics
Editor: Jonathan Jacobs
Department: Philosophy
Criminal Justice Ethics addresses ethical issues arising in all the
contexts of criminal justice, exploring their conceptual, normative,
and empirical aspects and the relations between them.

Title: Chinese Public Administration Review
Editor: Elaine Yi Lu
Department: Public Management
Chinese Public Administration Review is the first international
journal specifically addressing the issues of Chinese, East Asian,
and comparative public administration.

Title: Dickens Studies Annual: Essays on Victorian Fiction
Editor: Caroline Reitz
Department: English
Dickens Studies Annual publishes articles exploring the wide range
of Dickens’s interests and talents, as well as essays on other mid- and
late-nineteenth century novelists and on the history and aesthetics
of the period’s fiction.
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